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 Introduction:

 Definitions & Background on Medication safety & 

Pharmacovigilance

Part A – Detection of Potential Adverse Drug Reactions: The 

SAFER Marie-Curie fellowship

Part B - Identification & Prevention of Adverse Drug Events: The 

PSIP project
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The science and activities related to detection, 

assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse 

effects or any other drug-related problem

Term often used as synonym with post-marketing drug 

surveillance!
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 ADE (Adverse Drug Event): An injury due to medication management rather 

than the underlying condition of the patient

 ADR (Adverse Drug Reaction): According To WHO reports => “response to a 

drug which is noxious and unintended and which occurs at doses normally 

used in man for prophylaxis, diagnosis, or therapy of disease or for the 

modification of physiologic function”.

Alternatively: “An appreciably harmful or unpleasant reaction, resulting from 

an intervention related to the use of a medicinal product, which predicts 

hazard from future administration and warrants prevention or specific 

treatment, or alteration of the dosage regimen, or withdrawal of the product”.
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According to WHO: “any information on a possible causal 

relationship between a drug and an adverse effect”.

According to FDA: “refers to a concern about an apparent 

excess of an adverse event compared to what would be 

expected. Signals can arise from post-marketing data and 

other sources, such as preclinical data and events 

associated with other products in the same pharmacologic 

class.”
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 More Americans die from medical errors than from car 
accidents, breast cancer, or AIDS annually, 44,000-98,000 
deaths/year

 Medication errors result in at least 1 death per day and 1.5 
million people injured per year

 Estimated US annual cost of drug-related morbidity and 
mortality is nearly $17 billion

 Preventable adverse drug events cost the healthcare system 
$2.5 billion annually

Institute of Medicine, Preventing Medication Errors, 2006
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Career development of experienced researchers through:

 Engagement in novel research activities and training

 Development of soft skills

 Networking

 Industrial exploitation

 Appropriate dissemination
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 Host Institution: LIMICS, INSERM, UMR_S 1142, Paris, France

 Targeted area: IT for pharmacovigilance and patient safety

 The overall idea: exploiting and complementing evidence obtained 
from diverse drug safety signal detectors (and sources implicitly)

 Why:

 Signal generation is characterized by incomplete knowledge and 
uncertainty in the results obtained from all types of signal detection 
methods

 Position statement:
 Each method may contribute (at a different level, with its strengths and 

weaknesses) in complementing our knowledge on drug safety risks

→ An integrative perspective may add value!
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 Literature:

 I. Ahmed et al., “Bayesian pharmacovigilance signal detection methods revisited in 
a multiple comparison setting”, Statist Med, 28, 2009, 1774-92.

 M. Hauben and G.N. Norén, “A decade of data mining and still counting”, Drug 
Saf, 33(7), 2010, 527-34.

 C.W. Kelman et al., “Evaluating medicines: let’s use all the evidence”, MJA, 
186(5), 2007, 249-52.

 Wide-scale research initiatives:

 Mini-Sentinel: http://www.mini-sentinel.org/

 OMOP (Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership) project: 
http://omop.fnih.org/

 EU-ADR (Exploring and Understanding Adverse Drug Reactions by Integrative 
Mining of Clinical Records and Biomedical Knowledge) project: http://www.euadr-
project.org/
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1. Spontaneous Reporting Systems:
 Key characteristic: The dominant source of potential 

pharmacovigilance signals through which observed cases are 
voluntarily reported by healthcare professionals to regulatory 
authorities and other bodies

 Detectors: rely on statistical investigations for signals of 
disproportionality, e.g. the Bayesian Confidence Propagation 
Neural Network used by WHO and the DuMouchel Gamma 
Poisson Shrinker used by the FDA (US) + manual reviewing

 Advantage: Explicitly targeted to ADRs and safety

 Limitations: Serious underreporting, inconsistent reporting, 
latency, and reporting bias
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2. Structured Observational Data (e.g. EHRs, claim databases):

 Key characteristic: employed quite recently for the identification of 
causal relationships between groups of problematic clinical 
conditions and suspected drugs

 Detectors: Involve the application of data mining techniques in 
large volumes of data (cf. projects like EU-ADR, PSIP, OMOP)

 Advantage: Avoiding the probable reduction of errors caused by 
biased reporting in SRSs, contribution in active and real-time 
surveillance

 Limitation: Difficulty of reviewing the typically complex and large 
number of (potential) signals obtained in terms of their clinical 
meaning/significance, especially when expressed as association 
rules linking multiple parameters with the adverse effects, and data 
coverage
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3. Unstructured (Free-) text sources (e.g. scientific papers and 
patient self-reports):

 Key characteristic:

 Literature may provide indications for potential pharmacovigilance signals, as 
well as evidence to support the evaluation of signals obtained by other sources

 Patient self-reports about drug concerns shared among networked 
communities using social media (blogs, messaging platforms, etc.) are an 
emerging source of potential signals

 Detectors: Text has been explored (e.g. PubMed abstracts) by applying 
information extraction and NLP techniques supported/driven by 
standard terminologies (e.g. MedDRA, MeSH, etc.).

 Limitations (vary per source):

 Literature: Detectors are limited by the study context (scope, protocol, 
datasets employed, etc.) reducing the generalization perspective of the findings

 Patient self-reports: Subjective information provided by the patients, 
potential important missing data from the reports, lack of quality control in 
the reporting procedure
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1) Semantic representation of signal detectors:
 systematic analysis of various types of signal detection methods/tools corresponding to the 

abovementioned pharmacovigilance signal sources

 Aim: formal description in terms of their input, preconditions of use, capabilities and 
supported output

2) Semantic mediation framework:
 Design and development of an integrated framework enabling queries to various (available) 

pharmacovigilance signal detectors

 Aim: Transparent and uniform access to diverse signal detectors

3) Signal aggregation and reasoning:
 Introduction of an advanced reasoning scheme capable of exploiting and processing the 

aggregated evidence acquired from the diverse signal detection methods/tools

 Aim: Harmonize, compare, rank and synthesize the acquired information

4) Framework evaluation:
 In both technical and pharmacovigilance terms via a representative set of detection methods 

that will be integrated, along with existing signal and medication safety data, concerning 
serious adverse drug effects

 Aim: assess the contribution in drug risk identification and decision support, in terms of 
more reliable and timely signal definition
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 Contribute in the interpretation of potential 
pharmacovigilance signals by introducing an intermediate-
qualitative step between signal detection and verification

 Leverage reliable and timely decisions on signal definition

 Support the detection of true associations and minimize 
false positive findings (the major limitation of most signal 
detectors currently available)

M. Hauben and G.N. Norén, “A decade of data mining and still counting”,

Drug Saf, 33(7), 2010, 527-34
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 FP7 EU-funded large scale integrated project (Jan 08 – July 11) related to 
patient safety and medication

 Primary Objectives:
 Facilitate the systematic production of epidemiological knowledge on Adverse Drug 

Events (ADEs)

 Ameliorate the entire medication cycle in a hospital environment by ADEs prevention

 Scientific Goals:
 Identification of ADEs, via data and semantic mining applied on large volumes of 

patient data, so as to obtain a better knowledge of the prevalence of ADEs and of their 
characteristics per Medical Department, Hospital, Region, and Country

 Development of concepts, methods and knowledge-based modules to provide 
contextualized CDSS (alerting) functions for ADEs prevention
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1. University Hospital of Lille and University of Lille2 (F)

2. University Hospital of Rouen (F)

3. Denain General Hospital (F)

4. 10 hospitals from the «Capital Region of Copenhagen» (DK)

5. Oracle (Europe)

6. IBM Denmark – division ACURE (DK)

7. Medasys (F)

8. Vidal SA (F)

9. KITE solutions (I)

10. Ideea Advertising (RO)

11. Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (GR)

12. Aalborg University (DK)

13. UMIT – Innsbruck University (A)
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Design &
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Knowledge on ADEs encoded in
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<rules>

<rule validated="1" number="1" effect="bi.kidney_i" from="3"

type="bikidneyidr1antibioticquinolone1dr1diureticspotassiumLowering1">

<condition>

<field>dr1.diuretics_potassiumLowering</field>

<operator><![CDATA[>=]]></operator>

<ref>0.5</ref>

</condition>

<condition>

<field>dr1.antibiotic_quinolone</field>

<operator><![CDATA[>=]]></operator>

<ref>0.5</ref>

</condition>

<txtfr><![CDATA[Ins ren fonc + Atteintes rénales des quinolones (VIDAL):

Des cas d'insuffisance rénale  aiguë réversible par néphropathie 

tubulo-interstitielle ont été rapportés, notamment chez le sujet âgé]]>

</txtfr>

<txten><![CDATA[Appearance of a biological renal insufficiency]]>

</txten>

</rule>

…

</rules>

1. ADE rules from data mining: Outcome from unified patient records 
of hospitals participating in the project, according to a common data 
model - provided in the form of rules associating the 
parameters/variables related to ADEs

2. Drug interactions: e.g. drug to drug, drug to allergy class, drug to 
contraindications, and so forth, that are already known and 
registered in existing databases – we employ the VIDAL® Database

3. Literature: Knowledge reported in the literature extracted and 
expressed in an appropriate form (e.g. rules)

4. Human factors and clinical procedures: Knowledge about factors 
related to ADEs, associated with human errors within the context of 
clinical procedures - could be potentially in the form of electronic 
guidelines, associating procedures with drugs and conditions

Key Issue: Representing “source” knowledge in

structured form to avoid potential ambiguities and facilitate the 

engineering process!

<variable name="dr1.antisecretAgt_protonPumpInhib">

<code value="A02BC01"><![CDATA[Oméprazole]]></code>

<code value="A02BC02"><![CDATA[Pantoprazole]]></code>

<code value="A02BC03"><![CDATA[Lansoprazole]]></code>

<code value="A02BC04"><![CDATA[Rabéprazole]]></code>

<code value="A07XA04"><![CDATA[Racécadotril]]></code>

</variable>
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1. Ontologies:
 To construct the vocabulary/terminology of concepts/variables related 

to ADEs that take part in the rules

 Standard terminologies (such as ICD-10, ATC, etc.), according to which 
the concepts are expressed, have to be represented

2. Rule modeling: Rules have to be effectively represented in the KB and 
executed by the KBS engine

3. Guideline/protocol modeling:
 Rules originated from data mining are rather complex, i.e. each rule 

typically comprises of several intermediate rules – encoding via 
conditional workflows/pipelines

 Favorable for representing procedures within hospitals

 Enables unification of domain knowledge and task/procedural 
knowledge into an efficient problem-solving model - particularly suited to 
develop a CDSS
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 1st step: Mapping each Knowledge Base term to the 
prospective PSIP data model

 2nd step: Customization of an XML-based request-
response interface available in the KBS platform 
selected for querying the CDSS

 3rd step: Implementation of a parameterized interface 
mechanism for querying the Vidal knowledge source for 
alerts: reusable for other external knowledge sources

Outcome: CDSS modules capable of communicating with 

the Connectivity Platform or with local databases (server

or stand-alone operation, respectively) and with external 

knowledge sources
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Scatter plot of the response time (ms) and request size (89.340 classifications)
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Graphical presentation of alerts
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